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THE PROOF THAT ALLAH DOES NOT EXIST
IT IS IN THE WORDS OF KORAN
SUMMARY

ALLAH LIVED ON WATER BEFORE CREATING THE UNIVERSE
Koran and Muhammad’s citations [hadith] describe Allah’s life before of
Creation. Islamic verses 
How does it explain the presence of water before of Creation?
Why Allah was on waters instead of the absolute empty?

■

For koranic science, empty was a mortal precipice (Koran 35,41)
analogously to the terror of empty of aristotelic physic (horror
vacui). In this abyss without the end, nor Allah was able to suspend
himself in the empty where the mass of water filled up the space to
permit to Allah to float in the empty.
■ Today we know that it is a primitive conception and unfounded
too as the astronaut McCandless showed strolling freedom in the
empty without anyone point of support (1984-NASA). Allah didn’t
know that to a distance of 400 km on the Land, the effort of gravity
reduces and it flutters easy completely. It is the confirmation
that Allah has never been in the highest.

■

For the koranic science water was eterne and indivisible: it was
Not created because he lived with Allah before of Creation and it
was an indivisible element as in the ancient Talete’s belief (600
BC) just to the Lavoisier’s molecular discovered in 1783.
■ Today we know that water is a chemical composition formed
millions of years after the Big Bang, so that koranic Creation
happened after that the universe was here born, without Allah’s
knowing.
The presence of hydrogen and oxygen atoms, before creating
cosmos, they are testimonial proof (Koran 2,23) that Islamic
Creation is a scientific and religious hoax.

So, Allah is a “theological puppet”
created by a novelist disguised by Messenger
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THEOLOGICAL NOTIFICATION TO MUSLIMS Invoked by Surah 2,23

Eid Al-Adha

The water and the throne
where Allah lived
before the Creation
and before the Big Bang

SOME VERSES
Koran and hadith of Mohammed

■ «He… created in six days, while before his throne was
established on the water» Koran 11,7

■ «The prophet said: Allah there was and nothing there was than
him; his throne was on waters and then he created skies and the
world» - Hadith of Muhammed narrated by ‘Imran ibn Husain, friend of
Prophet. Bukhari Collection vol. 9, book 93, n. 514

■ The invited of Allah, interrogated on the Koranic verse [11,7], so he
answered: «Allah, before of the creation, was in a nebulous mass»
Tabari (XII, 4-5) and Ibn Kathir (n. 437), exegetes of Islam

■ «His throne is [now] on water»
Hadith of Muhammed narrated by Abu Huraira, friend of the Prophet. Bukhari
collection, vol.9, book 93, n.515 - Commentary Fath al-Bari

■ ON THE EMPTY: «Allah holds skies and the world just because
they do not go down…» Koran 35,41

■ ON THE EMPTY: «birds… only Allah substains them»
Koran 16,79 and 67,19

■ ON THE CONFUTAZION: «If you are in doubt about what We have
sent down upon... then produce a surah and call upon your
witnesses other than Allah» Koran 2,23
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